FEW REMARKS ON THE ALGEBRAIC CONSTRUCTION OF A PENCIL AND A CONGRUENCE
In [2] it was shown that any model of the theory of central symmetries can be obtained as a class of some linear transformations over a module (in faot -over a commutative 2-divisible group). We oan perform the same construction for any commutative group. The aim of this paper is to show that we shall obtain a bundle in such a way and any bundle has this form. Moreover we study the structure of congruences modulo bundles, and isometries. In other words we give a short exposition of analytical absolute 1-dimeneional geometry. 3?he notion that we s.iall introduce below, the notion of a pencil is a restriction of the notion of the 30 oalled "Diedergruppe" (comp. [1] }. Moro precisely a pencil is a Diedergruppe in which «very pair of points (involutions) has a midpoint (bisector). Natural geometrical examples of pencils are: the group generated by all central symmetries, the group generated by faaily of line eymmatries with parallel axes [2] or with copunctual axas [4]. Formally we adopt the following definition:
A structure G * <G$ £ , •, 1> will bo called a bundle {or a pencil) provided that <Gj •, 1> is a group and £ is an invariant e>et of involutions in it that satisfies: Moreover we assume that £ generates G. Thee G + »{ab:a,be forms a commutative subgroup of <Gj 1>. Nov take any commutative group G and for every aeG define T at <5 by the formula
We shall call a translation and 6 a -a symmetry in G.
We shall show that <B(G)j S(G), o, t 1 > may form a bundle. Trivially S(G) consists of involutive transformations.
For all a,|3eG holds Proof: Take a , (5 eG. We oaloulate for all x e G.
(i) 6 a 6 p (x) -6 a (|ix~1) = a(|3x~1)" 1 -apT 1 x-7 Thus 6 6o = t e T(G). (i) We must find y with 6 a i.e. Then a = o a = g~1f(a). Prom this for every a f(a) » = T g (a). It is easy to check that e Izmt^j^j) for every GEG. Hence we have shown that T(G) = Izmt(E T^G j). But it is commonly known that T is a group isomorphism between G and T(G) whioh finishes our proof.
More interesting is the congruence given by the whole group B(G). 
üvery bundle H is of the form B{G) where G is a commutative two-divisible group«
Remark.
There is another way to prove Corollary ¡11] (comp, [1] , the way used for Diedargruppan), Pix p e 2 and define the binary operation + s E * S -* 2 by a+b := apb for a,b e 2 . One can show that <(2 ; + > is an abelian gi'oup, moreover <S $ + > = H + , It is not too difficult to prove directly that H = B{ <2 $ +».
In the most of geometrical constructions over bundles wa use involutions in 2 as points. We have showed that such a bundle can be represented as a transformation group of its positive subgroup. But this representation presarves congruence as well. Now assume s «= otqa"^ and rq = ts. We can find aeH + . Denote -1 -1 y c ara . We have fly =« qr = st. Hence t = y i.e. t = ara .
Analogously we prove when rq = st (then assume a e E ).
Corollary

13.
Tot «very bundle H we have Remark. 'Ve see that Theorems 14, 15» 16 could be obtained feorn the representation (Thm. 11), these proof.? however aeatu simpler.
Examples;. In [2] «nd [4] two kinds of bundles wars studiads an Euclidean one and un elliptic one. The diffe rence between them lays in ths number of midpoints that a seg ment may have. I<ow tak9 any two-divisible group G, a commutar-5 ? tive one and consider V1, Assume a, |5eG, oc » p Then = 1, hencs oc|i e v'F. On the other hand the number of midpoints of a segment in B{G) is equal to number of squares of 1 in G, Let G.,, G^ be two such groups with units and respectively. Than j»1 gH x IV" 1 ! ''SV 1 ?! where |A| means cardinality of a set A, Thus there exist bundles with arbicra rily large number of midpoints of a segment (clearly the product of two-divisible abelian groups is again abelian ana cwo -divisible).
